
 

 

MASTERPIECE 

 

 
 
Masterpiece (noun): a work of outstanding artistry, skill, or workmanship. 
 
The continuing craft of a Head of History, or indeed any head of subject, is to create a curriculum 
masterpiece.  
 
Whilst we will want to consider how the subject of our masterpiece will be viewed by our audience, 
fundamentally, our artistry should not be driven by the expectations of who will be browsing. For example, 
in the finer details of our masterpiece we will not include infinite amounts of gory detail just because ‘boys 
love gore’. Apologies, Dan Snow. Equally, in our unit on the Norman conquest, teachers won’t be explaining 
how at the Battle of Stamford Bridge, one Saxon drifted under a bridge and stabbed a Viking in the groin! If 
we did, you can guarantee that a stab in the balls will be the only detail remembered. And history is about 
so much more than that.  
 
Similarly, our justification for teaching the working conditions of women during the industrial revolution 
won’t be because ‘girls like to hear about how families were cared for.’ Sadly, these attitudes still exist.  
 
We don’t make curriculum choices based on engagement at Lodge Park Academy. You won’t find students 
at Lodge Park creating castles out of various bits of cardboard, nor will you find us rummaging through a 
handbag trying to make inferences about its mysterious owner. As a department we have a clear vision of 
what a challenging history curriculum is not – and that’s a great place to start.  
 
So, in this blog, let’s look at the restoration of a curriculum masterpiece. We are not starting with a blank 
canvas (although that would be wonderful!); instead we are looking at the work we need to restore, retouch, 
conserve and repaint. Maybe there are details missing. Maybe there are colours which have faded. Maybe 
there are brushstrokes obscured by the passage of time. The deterioration of a masterpiece is an 
inevitability, and so the restoration process is one which is ongoing.  One must also be mindful that 
sometimes great works of art are damaged, even willfully vandalized. The same is true of History. Perhaps 
now more than ever.  
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So, take a pace back with me and gaze at our curriculum masterpiece (some may call it a roadmap, a 
structure, a journey - whatever you call it, make sure you step away for a better view).  The stepping back, 
the patient and careful perusal, the screwing up of the eyes as you blur your vision for a wider view… all 
crucial. Get too engrossed in the detail and you’ll never be able to evaluate where the restoration is needed 
most.  
 
In 2019, I did just this. I stepped back and examined our attempt to create a curriculum masterpiece. The 
impression, I concluded, was jarring. The time frame which surrounded our painting was 1000-1945, the 
subject: Britain. The narrative was, at times, haphazard, arbitrary and unconnected.  Our historical lens was 
almost exclusively focused on portraying Britain. In the finer details of our brushwork, there were references 
to other histories through empire, but the focus always returned to Britain. Was this simply to engage 
learners, I asked myself, particularly boys? I also asked, is a curriculum which projects this very monochrome 
view challenging enough? Is it liberating? 
 
The answer was no. Subconsciously, we were promoting Britain as the centre of the world and we were 
favouring a dominant, white, Eurocentric history. How was this helping our students to come to an 
understanding of their place in the world? This stark evaluation of our key-stage three curriculum resulted in 
an agreement across the department. We wanted change.  Our students deserve better.  
  
And so, we shifted the historical lens of our three-stage curriculum.  We repositioned ourselves in order to 
gain a better view, and to ensure we could include global colours and textures which better represented the 
world in which we live. 
 
Sound daunting? Challenging? Or maybe you’re like me and find this redesign exciting! The process required 
specific understanding of the discipline; of the tools we use to evaluate truth. So, where did we start? Quite 
simply, we started small.  
 
An empire-toppling curriculum revolution, akin to deploying the paint stripper on your masterpiece, is 
massively desirable but depends entirely on your team and circumstances. Check your capacity first. 
Speaking from experience, take my advice and start small instead. See it as a restoration project, not a new 
commission.   
 
Like many history departments, our lessons are sequenced around an enquiry question, or a small sketch 
which will expand into an appreciation of the full vista. Our initial small changes (before lockdown) were 
focused around a particular year group, year 8. We made some significant changes to our enquiries based 
on Tudor monarchs and we introduced lessons on Black Tudors, based around the scholarship of Dr. Miranda 
Kaufman.  
 
So, how did this fit into our aim to create a richly textured and challenging curriculum narrative? In addition 
to reading extracts from Black Tudors: The Untold Story, the scholarship we introduced challenged dominant 
narratives about a well-trodden period of history. Several students, both boys and girls, from a range of 
cultural backgrounds expressed surprise about these hidden histories. The Tudors, from our students’ key 
stage two experience, focused almost exclusively on Henry VIII’s wives (which has its own issues), whereas 
this new perspective challenged students’ disciplinary thinking and asked them to consider Tudor England’s 
growing contact with the wider world.  



 

 

 
Forgive me. We have, as is natural, stepped forward to scrutinize, to magnify, to zoom in and appreciate the 
detail. But to take in the full landscape, we have to step back and look at the overall masterpiece again. And 
as we do, we see – again – that even in including stories from Black Tudors and voyages out of Britain on 
slave ships to the West Coast of Africa, the emerging dominant subject is still Britain which, if we’re not 
careful, is seen the centre of the Earth.  
 
If our curriculum includes references to Black Tudors and the transatlantic slave trade, what does that mean 
for our students? Is that enough? The students who attend Lodge Park Academy are majority White British. 
How might the choices we make reinforce their prejudices, or help embed their biases? Surely we need to 
do better. We can’t do half a job here, we need to consider the bigger picture. We need to include other 
representative histories into our curriculum and recognize that the Black experience we are presenting is 
centred on 500 years of slavery and American civil rights and is therefore upholding a narrow view that 
African history was all about victimhood.  
 

In my first school, when I started teaching (back in 1066, I know), I used to teach a stand-alone lesson on the 
kingdom of Mali and the African king Mansa. Over time, this tokenistic attempt to include some diversity 
into lessons became removed from my teaching practice – thankfully. During lockdown, I attended webinars 
organised by Nick Dennis on West African kingdoms before 1600 (essentially Africa before the transatlantic 
slave trade). I can honestly say that this was some of the best subject CPD I have attended and it was just 
the colour our curriculum restoration project needed. The kingdoms of Kongo, Asante, Mali, and Benin allow 
us to focus on broadening students’ knowledge of local and national communities and civilisations beyond 
Britain.  

The decision to include historical enquiries on African history presented us with a departmental challenge - 
we needed to improve our own professional capabilities as teachers, and increase our own subject 
knowledge. The African Kingdoms website, I mean, wow! What a resource! Recordings of the webinars with 
Toby Green and Trevor Getz are available, along with Toby Green’s A level textbook and (as if this website 
couldn’t peak anymore) it includes resources to which teachers have contributed. For me, the website is a 
fantastic resource combining the efforts of on-the-ground history teachers and academic experts. 
Collaborating with academics in their relative specialisms of study is something which has really improved 
the quality and rigor of our key-stage three curriculum.  

But even will all those resources, and all that collaboration, in the end - what knowledge do we decide to 
include in our curriculum? By including one kingdom, you are excluding another. Finalising what to leave out 
will be the hardest decision your department will have to make.  

To deal with this subject conundrum, we looked at our curriculum sequencing. For year 7, we decided to 
incorporate an enquiry on the empire of Mali. This complements our narratives on the Silk Roads, which are 
now embedded into our curriculum. We also decided to include a sequence of lessons on the kingdom of 
Benin. Again, this works because of the sequencing; the curriculum threads that are woven through each 
key stage.  

Our key stage three curriculum restoration project is not about garishly painting alternative histories over 
our main topics. Instead, it’s about blending in added colour, illuminating detail or revealing the stories 



 

 

hidden behind layers of dust and dirt. We make changes to the sketches (the enquiries) which we then seek 
to incorporate into our bigger picture, our curriculum masterpiece.  

As with any work of art, a fine balance and artistic license is necessary. The truth-seeking of history isn’t 
about including everything; it’s about intention and purpose – about the weighing up of breadth and depth 
in a million potential decisions. Like any great work of art, there is coherence in the choices of colour, light, 
texture and detail. And, like any great work of art which moves us, the curriculum has the power to change 
us for the better.  

 


